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MESSAGE FOR THE VIGIL OF PRAYER FOR PEACE IN THE NATIONS, RECEIVED IN TAHLEQUAH,
UNITED STATES, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Upon the planet, there has always existed the presence of the Hierarchy. This presence came to this
civilization to guide it and accompany its learning of the expansion of consciousness.

In this way, countless beings were summoned, in the inner planes of consciousness, so that these
Hierarchies could offer to participate in the evolutionary and redeeming process of the whole human
race.

In turn, this call and summoning allowed for the expansion of the field of service and self-giving of
the souls, so that they could also live the advancement of their state of consciousness towards a
higher and unconditional consciousness.

The lineage or virtue of the master was something that was applied since earlier times because true
guidance and instruction were necessary for humanity, to prevent it from constantly straying.

So, these great summoned consciousnesses would act and help the human project in an
imperceptible and silent way, bringing to the planet all the impulses needed in order for humanity to
be able to perceive the continuous need for ascension.

For this, the summoned Masters were assigned to intervene spiritually and internally in certain
cultures, races and peoples who could understand them and, above all, understand the message and
instruction received.

With this purpose, the Masters concentrated in important and solitary spaces, such as the mountains
of the Himalayas, the Alps, the Pyrenees, and even in the grand mountainous chain of the American
Andes. From there, within the Sacred Enclaves of retreat, silence and contemplation, they began to
work spiritually for the various needs that humanity had.

All this work of the Hierarchy was internal, but, in many cases, the process of materialization took
place, which means bringing an inner level toward a physical and concrete level, without losing the
acquired principles and teachings.

This movement, in accordance with the necessity or emergency of the inner nuclei, collaborated
with the quick awakening of consciousnesses toward a reality that is not of matter. That is to say, of
becoming aware of the life of the spirit and of the divine essence of each being.

These apparitions of the Masters fostered, both in the East and in the West, the necessary balance to
encompass the expansion of consciousness and, above all, the responsibility for the evolutionary
and cosmic path.

Today, I reveal this history and reality to you because it is important to understand the inner
meaning of the existence of various religions that, in ancient times, were impelled by the intention
of the Divinity through the Hierarchy. 
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This is the moment to carry out a vaster synthesis, to understand the reason for the existence of so
many religions that in the time to come must walk together towards a definite union with the
Divine, leaving behind that which each one represents or teaches, and allowing for the matrix of all
of them to merge with the Love of God.

Therefore, you must pray so that your Divine Mother, who has this mission for the religions of
humanity, may carry forward that which God needs, with the help and collaboration of all My
children.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


